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ABSTRACT
This study explores the controls of temperature, pressure, and silicate melt composition on S
solubility in silicate liquids. The solubility of S in FeO-containing silicate melts in equilibrium with
metal sulfide increases significantly with increasing temperature but decreases with increasing pressure. The silicate melt structure also exercises a control on S solubility. Increasing the degree of
polymerization of the silicate melt structure lowers the S solubility in the silicate liquid. The new set
of experimental data is used to expand the model of Mavrogenes and O’Neill (1999) for S solubility
in silicate liquids by incorporating the influence of the silicate melt structure. The expected S solubility in the ascending magma is calculated using the expanded model. Because the negative pressure dependence of S solubility is more influential than the positive temperature dependence,
decompression and adiabatic ascent of a formerly S-saturated silicate magma will lead to S
undersaturation. A primitive magma that is S-saturated in its source region will, therefore, become
S-undersaturated as it ascends to shallower depth. In order to precipitate magmatic sulfides, the
magma must first cool and undergo fractional crystallization to reach S saturation. The S content in
a metallic liquid that is in equilibrium with a magma ocean that contains ~200 ppm S (i.e., Earth’s
bulk mantle S content) ranges from 5.5 to 12 wt% S. This range of S values encompasses the amount
of S (9 to 12 wt%) that would be present in the outer core if S is the light element. Thus, the Earth’s
proto-mantle could be in equilibrium (in terms of the preserved S abundance) with a core-forming
metallic phase.

INTRODUCTION
The solubility behavior of S in silicate liquids that coexist
with metal-sulfide phases is of crucial importance for modeling the genesis of sulfide ores that are associated with mafic
and ultramafic igneous rocks. Magmatic sulfides are generally
considered to have formed from S-oversaturated silicate magmas. If the S solubility limit of a silicate melt increases as pressure decreases and temperature drops, a sulfide ore would not
separate by a simple saturation and settling-out process, because the magma will never achieve sulfide saturation. Furthermore, knowledge of the S solubility limits in silicate melts
will improve our understanding of early differentiation processes in the Earth and other planetary bodies. The S abundance in the silicate mantle after cessation of the formation of
the planet’s core can potentially provide information about the
nature of the core-forming process. Models of the sulfide saturation limits can be applied to abundances in mantle rocks to
infer possible conditions of core-mantle separation processes.
Sulfur solubility in silicate melt has been shown to be dependent upon temperature, pressure, oxygen fugacity, sulfur
fugacity, and melt composition. In a pioneering study, Fincham
and Richardson (1954) studied the behavior of S in binary and
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ternary silicate and aluminate melts under controlled temperature, oxygen fugacity, and sulfur fugacity conditions at ambient pressure. Following this pioneering work, Abraham et al.
(1960) and Abraham and Richardson (1960) reported results
of the dependence of dissolved S in binary and ternary silicate
and aluminate slags on oxygen fugacity and sulfur fugacity at
ambient pressure. Haughton et al. (1974) examined multi-component silicate liquids and the influence of temperature, oxygen fugacity, and sulfur fugacity on S solubility in silicate melts
at ambient pressure. Wallace and Carmichael (1992) subsequently expanded this model to low-pressure conditions.
Poulson and Ohmoto (1990) compiled experimental studies,
mainly from the materials science literature, that investigated
the S solubility limits (SSL) in silicate and oxide melts and
provided a number of parameterizations of the dependences of
SSL on temperature (T), pressure (P), oxygen fugacity (fO2),
sulfur fugacity (fS2), and chemical composition (X) of the coexisting phases. They also explored SSL-variations under hydrous conditions. Poulson and Ohmoto (1990) found complex
correlations among T, P, fO2, fS2, and X that prohibited construction of a general equation to predict SSL. Poulson and Ohmoto
(1990) used the available experimental data to define three distinct groups, and they proposed that the speciation of S took
place differently in each group. FeO-content was found to be
the most sensitive compositional parameter. The experimentally derived correlations of the SSL with the FeO-content were
found to be in reasonable agreement with trends observed in
natural melts and in sulfide-saturated natural glasses (see

